
Goodnight 1541 

Chapter 1541 

1541 I didn’t wait for you to come back, so I came to find you 

After hanging up the phone, Lin Hanxing sat in the car and returned the phone to Zuo Xiangdong 

without a word. 

Then, he closed his eyes again, as if he was recuperating. 

This time, not to mention Zuo Xiangdong, even Bai Xi and Jiang Xibao could not figure out what Lin 

Hanxing meant. 

There were no instructions, and the car behind them did not move. 

More than a dozen business cars were parked in a straight line. 

They occupied the main fortress passage of Bar Street, attracting countless speculations. 

The people from Hua Ji came but didn’t get out of the car? 

What did he mean? 

The members of the Hong gang who were observing in the dark were also wondering if they should 

inform the young Hall Master. However, before they could do anything, there was a big movement on 

the other side! 

Nearly a hundred black Mercedes Maybach S600s appeared out of nowhere and entered everyone’s 

sight in an extremely shocking way! 

The black bulletproof glass was like a beast that had just come out of its cage, ready to devour everyone, 

bringing a shocking visual feast! 

Dead silence. 

The originally lively bar Street fell into a dead silence. 

The crowd was dumbfounded as they watched the luxury cars pass by in front of them one after 

another. They had only seen such a scene when the royal family was on a trip! 

The more they looked at it, the more awe they felt from their bones and the fear that emerged from 

their backs became one. Everyone took a step back almost at the same time, subconsciously bowing in a 

way that only members of the royal family would do when they were out! 

They could clearly see that there was no Huaji on the cars. 

After nearly a hundred Mercedes-Benz Maybach S600s drove past, other vehicles marked with the yuan 

family’s name followed closely behind. However, their momentum was obviously not as oppressive. 

After about 20 minutes, all the cars finally came to a stop! 

The entire main road was occupied, from top to bottom. Every car was parked exactly the same. From 

an angle, it was a completely horizontal line, which was really shocking. 
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A click. 

The back door of the business car with the Huaji that was first parked in the middle suddenly opened. At 

the same time, the Maybach that followed closely behind also opened its back door. 

The man and woman stepped forward at the same time. 

The man’s cold facial features were cold and powerful, and the cold aura between his eyebrows made 

people involuntarily submit to him. 

The woman’s fair and delicate little face was expressionless, and the small mole under the corner of her 

eye was soul-stirring, making people unable to help but look at it. 

Every movement of the two seemed to have been discussed in advance. When their bodies were out of 

the car, they looked at each other. 

They laughed silently. 

The two of them had powerful auras, but there was no conflict in the eyes of others. The combination of 

a handsome man and a beautiful woman was pleasing to the eye! 

Lei Jing walked towards Lin Hanxing. 

Every step of the Thunderbolt seemed to be stepping on people’s hearts, but his eyes only fell on one 

person’s face. 

“If I can’t wait for you to come back, I’ll come and find you,” 

The Thunder valiant beast said in a low voice. 

The Iron Man’s gentleness melted the hearts of many young girls who were looking over. 

Lin Hanxing’s suppressed anger was dispelled the moment he saw Lei Xiao. He regained his calm and 

rationality, and his tensed little face gradually relaxed. 

“Little Star ...” 

Unwilling to be left out, Yan beixiao was still holding the little pig in his arms. He pounced from behind 

like a monkey, and just as he was about to touch Lin Hanxing, Lei Xiao pushed him away without even 

turning his head. 

“Get lost!” 

“......” 

Yuan Kang, who had just gotten off the car, couldn’t help but roll his eyes. 

This idiot! 

On the other hand, Lei min had long been accustomed to the way his big brother and Yan Beichen got 

along. 

The back car with the yuan family’s opened and uncle hai walked towards Lin Hanxing. After nodding at 

Lei Qian, he and the mute uncle stood on both sides of Lin Hanxing. 



Chapter 1542 

1542 I am not happy 

Following closely behind them, everyone who was originally in the car got out of the car in unison. 

They were all dressed in black suits. 

The moment the car doors closed, the uniform movements and sounds made the audience’s hearts 

tremble! 

“How dare you people from Hua Ji come to the Hong gang’s territory and cause trouble!” 

Bar Street had always been the Hong gang’s territory, not to mention that their little hall Master was 

present today. Naturally, they had many brothers. At this moment, they had gathered together and 

were clamoring. 

Lin Hanxing looked at the person who spoke. 

His eyes were cold and emotionless, as if he was looking at a dead object. 

“Zuo Xiangdong, call the brothers from Hua Ji.” 

Although he was talking to Zuo Xiangdong, Lin Hanxing’s eyes did not move away from the Hong gang. 

She smiled ambiguously, but the smile did not reach her eyes. 

Zuo Xiangdong did not know what was going on, but he still followed Lin Hanxing’s instructions. 

Soon, the people from Hua Ji all came out alone. 

“Everyone, listen up!” 

When Lin Hanxing spoke again, the strong aura that came from her bones swept through everyone in 

front of her like a whirlwind! 

today’s matter is a personal grudge between me, Lin xiaojiu, and the Hong gang and the Qi Group. To 

avoid hurting the innocent, please leave immediately! 

Lin ... 

Lin xiaojiu? 

She was the little Lin Jiu who had been handpicked by Yuan shaojing and had taken all his wealth for 

nothing? 

That was a number that could rival a country! 

She was also the legendary figure who suppressed the second Princess Consort and her family the 

moment she arrived at Xuelan? 

In that case ... 

The man beside her was the president of the Lei group, Lei Xiao? 
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The famous wife-protecting devil? 

The passersby were in an uproar. 

Although she did not know how the Hong gang and the Qi Corporation had provoked her, judging from 

the situation these days, she was afraid that tonight’s matter would not end well! 

I don’t care if you’re Lin little nine or Lin little six. You ... 

The leader of the Hong gang had not realized the meaning behind the name ‘Lin xiaojiu’. He had blurted 

out the name without even noticing the pale faces and cold sweat on his men’s foreheads! 

Just as he finished speaking, a chubby little girl suddenly walked towards him. 

“I’m not happy that you’re talking about ninth young lady like that!” 

Jiang Xibao pulled a long face and looked angry. 

“Ha, if you’re not happy, why don’t you hit me?” 

The man laughed sarcastically. He didn’t even put this chubby little girl in his eyes! 

Jiang Xibao turned around and looked at Lin Hanxing innocently. 

He was the one who told her to hit him. 

Such a refreshing and unreasonable request ... 

Of course, she had to satisfy him! 

After Lin Hanxing acquiesced, Jiang Xibao moved his wrist and slapped the other party’s face before 

anyone could react! 

The man who had just spoken rudely and provocatively was now like a broken rag, forming a rainbow 

arc in the air, until he fell to the ground with a heavy thud! 

“......” 

“......” 

“......” 

The surroundings were completely silent. 

“I’ll satisfy you!” 

Jiang Xibao patted the dust off his palm and sounded very happy. 

The other party propped himself up with a dumbfounded expression. He was about to speak when the 

others only heard a strange muffled sound ... 

He focused his eyes. 

Ha, good fellow, a mouth full of white teeth was spat out one by one just like that. 



And it was bloody! 

“Tsk tsk ...” 

Just like that, Yan beiming, who was carrying the little pig,’BA Jie’, walked over to his good brother Liang 

yuran’s side and poked him with’ BA Jie’s little pig trotter. 

if little Xi Bao abuses you in the future, I’ll definitely sit by and do nothing!! 

Chapter 1543 

1543 Alright, I’ll wait 

The only response he got was a cold glare from Liang yuran. 

“?#@?%#*......” 

The man, who was beaten senseless, opened his mouth and cursed. Unfortunately, his toothless mouth 

sounded ridiculous to people’s ears. 

“What did he just say?” 

Jiang Xibao did not hear it clearly and blinked. 

“A greasy horse in its nest ...” 

The other party finally managed to say something, but as soon as he finished speaking, he was kicked in 

the nose, and the man who had just woken up completely fell back down. 

Liang yuran withdrew his big palm from Jiang Xibao’s ear, his face expressionless. 

“He said thank you for helping me.” 

“......” 

“......” 

“......” 

Who did he learn this ability to lie through his teeth from? 

“Oh.” 

Jiang Xibao was dumbfounded and felt that something was not right. 

“Open your mouth,” 

A piece of pear cream candy was stuffed into her mouth. 

It was so sweet. 

“Is it good?” 

Liang yuran asked, expressionless. 

“MMM, it’s delicious!” 
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Eh, she seemed to have forgotten something? 

After this incident, the onlookers finally reacted. Mortals suffered when Immortals fought. They had 

better go back to their own homes and find their mothers as soon as possible, in case they couldn’t end 

the fight later and were affected! 

The people who had been watching the commotion quickly dispersed. 

“Miss Lin, we ...” 

Zuo Xiangdong, who was leading Hua Ji’s men, looked at Lin Hanxing. 

“After everyone has dispersed, send some people to guard the entrance. Old Chai will be here soon.” 

Elder Chai had seen the few times he had confronted the second Princess Consort and the senanda 

family. If he was smart, he would not sit by and watch tonight’s matter. 

“When he’s here, tell him to come to me directly!” 

.................. 

The people in the bar were still unaware of the commotion outside. 

“Brother little Zheng, I have to thank you properly for this!” 

Qi Zhenzhen walked over to the young Hall Master with a sweet smile and a cocktail in her hand. The 

only thing she felt was a pity that she had not been able to find any evidence against that woman for 

two weeks. 

I’ve long found that slut to be an eyesore. How dare she go against our Hong gang? she should at least 

take a good look at her own worth! 

The little hall Master who was called brother xiaozheng had a very big tone, and the people around him 

also echoed. One by one, they crowded around him, afraid that they would not gain any advantage if 

they did not praise him. 

that’s right, the rumors about that woman are too godly. There’s even a ‘trespassers will be killed’ sign 

hanging outside the Li family’s house. Tomorrow, my father and I will send a group of people to tear 

down the Li family’s front door! 

The young Hall Master, who had drunk a little wine, began to open his mouth because of the alcohol, 

making his little brother’s heart beat wildly. 

Fortunately, they were still in the Hong gang’s territory, so word of this couldn’t get out. Even the chief 

had ordered them not to find trouble with the Li family, so who would really dare to go? 

“Brother little Zheng, are you really going?” 

Qi Zhenzhen pretended to be full of admiration, which made the other party’s vanity burst. 

“Of course! Tomorrow! I’ll get someone to burn down the Li family’s Gate tomorrow! Let’s see how that 

Lin can still be so arrogant! Tell her to wait and see!” 



The young Hall Master leaned against the wall with a carefree look! 

He had always liked Qi Zhenzhen and wanted to please her. Now, he wanted to show off his power! 

Just as the young Hall Master was about to continue his nonsense, the music in the bar suddenly 

stopped. The young men who were dancing wildly looked at each other, clearly not knowing what had 

happened. 

With a snap, the originally dim space was brightly lit! 

“Alright, I’ll be waiting!” 

A clear female voice rang out in the air, exploding in everyone’s ears. 

Chapter 1544 

1544 Shut up 

As if they had been summoned, the originally dazed young men spread out to the sides like a tide. 

Make way for the middle path. 

At the end of the blazing light, the person who spoke slowly walked over. 

Although there was a smile on his face, it was as if winter was coming. 

There was complete silence. 

Her high heels stepped on the floor, and every step seemed to be able to break ice in people’s hearts. 

“I’ll be waiting for you to burn down our Li family’s Gate!” 

Lin Hanxing looked down at the young Hall Master, who was sitting on the sofa in the private area in a 

daze with his arms around his waist. His voice was soft, but his dark eyes were filled with anger and 

daggers. 

Thump. Thump. 

The young Hall master’s Adam’s apple bobbed up and down. 

Since he had already said so much, what else did he not understand about this person in front of him? 

Even though he had long heard that Lin xiaojiu was beautiful, he only knew what true beauty was after 

seeing her with his own eyes. His mind was filled with all sorts of thoughts. 

ah Xiao, someone is coveting your wife! 

Yan beixiao, who was carrying the little pig, let out a loud cry, giving everyone a shock. 

Even the Pink Pig in his arms snorted. 

As soon as Yan beiming finished speaking, the little clan leader was like a little chick that had its neck 

suddenly grabbed by someone. He did not dare to move, and instinctively blinked towards the source of 

the danger. 
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It didn’t matter if he didn’t look, but once he did, his soul would be scared out of his body! 

The man exuded a cold aura, and at this moment, his deep eyes were cold and indifferent, as if he would 

tear him apart in the next moment. 

“Miss Qi, we meet again after so many days.” 

Lin Hanxing’s gaze crossed the crowd and met Qi Zhenzhen’s. 

Qi Zhenzhen subconsciously shivered in her heart. The fear of being dominated by Lin Hanxing at the Lei 

Corporation that day came back to her. 

Although it had been many days, the impact that this man and woman had on Qi Zhenzhen had not 

subsided in the slightest. Otherwise, she would not have held a grudge in her heart for so long. 

He was secretly doing these little tricks! 

“You ...” 

Qi Zhenzhen’s lips trembled, and she was stunned, unable to say anything. 

“What am I doing here?” 

Lin Hanxing ‘kindly’ helped her finish her sentence. 

Qi Zhenzhen pursed her lips tightly so that she would not look so nervous. She then thought of her own 

people being in the Hong gang’s territory and brother xiaozheng was by her side. She believed that she 

would not dare to do anything to her! 

“This is not the Lei clan.” 

In other words, you can’t play around with your authority as the president’s wife! 

Hehe. 

Yuan Kang sneered in his heart. 

Stupid humans. 

Lin Hanxing did not say anything. The smile on her lips did not fade. She just looked at Qi Zhenzhen as if 

she was looking at a clown. 

Suddenly, Lin Hanxing picked up the glass of hard liquor with ice cubes on the table with lightning speed 

and splashed it in Qi Zhenzhen’s direction ... 

Even the little hall Master was in trouble! 

Qi Zhenzhen, who was caught off guard and splashed in the face, suddenly stood up and pointed at Lin 

Hanxing in a sorry state. It was as if the Lei clan’s nightmare was reenacted. 

Lin Hanxing leaned over and clenched Qi Zhenzhen’s finger that was pointing at him. 

He used force. 

“Do I even need to pick a place to humiliate you?” 



“Argh! Little brother Zheng, save me ... You said you would help me!” 

Qi Zhenzhen gasped in pain. No matter how hard she tried to break free, it was useless. In her anger, she 

placed all her hopes on the young Hall Master next to her. However, she did not see the panic on the 

face of her men standing behind him. 

“Zhenzhen! Lin, you, he ...” 

Before the young clan master could curse, Lin Hanxing’s sharp glare stunned him. 

“Shut up!” 

The word “cold” came out of her mouth, making people’s hearts jump with fear! 

Chapter 1545-wrong person 

She expressionlessly reached out and picked up a few pieces of ice from the ice bucket in front of her. 

She dropped them into the empty cup, but her eyes didn’t move away from the young Hall master’s face 

at all. 

It was like an eagle staring at its prey, slowly crushing it mentally and then swallowing it bite by bite! 

Lin Hanxing held the bottle of brandy with one hand and elegantly hit the ice with the hard liquor. 

For a moment, the ice cubes in the cup collided with each other, making a crisp sound. 

In the silent atmosphere, it was very pleasant to listen to! 

Lin Hanxing clenched the glass tightly and placed it on the table in front of the young Hall Master. 

“It’s not your turn yet. Have a drink, don’t be in a hurry.” 

“......” 

The young Hall Master looked at the brandy in front of him, which was constantly emitting cold air, and 

his Adam’s apple rolled. 

In ancient times, there was a meal at the end of one’s life. Was he going to die Here? 

After completing this series of smooth and natural movements, Lin Hanxing’s gaze finally fell back on Qi 

Zhenzhen’s face, which had long been covered in smudges of makeup. 

With a sneer, he bent over and, with lightning speed, pinched Qi Zhenzhen’s chin, forcing her to look up. 

“He’s more like a clown!” 

The force was so great that his fingers sank into his flesh. 

It left a deep white mark. 

Qi Zhenzhen’s eyes were watery, and she couldn’t avoid it even if she wanted to. 

if there’s anything, come at me. I’ll be very angry if you touch the wrong person! 

Lin Hanxing let go of her hand and patted her cheek. 



His fingers, which still smelled of brandy, gave off a mysterious and dangerous feeling. 

Tears the size of beans rolled down from Qi Zhenzhen’s eyes and fell on Lin Hanxing’s fingers. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes narrowed. 

At this moment, there was movement at the door. 

“This is the Hong gang’s territory, Who Do You Think You Are?” 

The people behind old Chai were making a lot of noise, but they just couldn’t get in. 

“Lin xiaojiu! Lin xiaojiu!” 

As soon as elder Chai got out of the car, his heart turned cold. She didn’t use a single Lin Hanxing from 

Hua Ji, which meant that it was the same as what she said on the phone. 

This matter did not involve Huaji. It was purely a personal grudge between her and the Hong gang and 

the Qi family. 

However! The more it was like this, the more troublesome it was! 

She, Lin xiaojiu, did things without a care! 

As long as she wanted to, she could even tear down the entire Street, not to mention that Lei Xiao was 

so indulgent of her. 

“Please invite old Chai in.” 

Lin Hanxing gave a signal with his eyes, and the men at the door immediately made way. They were 

expressionless and did not even look at the Hong gang, as if they did not exist at all. 

This made the Hong gang members, who were usually respected in Xuelan, feel greatly humiliated. 

However, there were priorities, so they couldn’t care about anything else. 

“Bajie, come and say hello to Grandpa!” 

When old Chai passed by, Yan beiming pinched the little pig’s trotter and shook it at him. 

“......” 

You’re the grandpa Pig, your whole family are Grandpa pigs! 

Old Chai’s eyes widened in anger, but he couldn’t do anything to these little bastards in front of him. 

“Lin ...” 

He finally managed to hold his breath and walked to Lin Hanxing with fear in his heart. However, before 

elder Chai could continue, Lin Hanxing raised his hand expressionlessly and interrupted him. 

“I’ve already said everything I wanted to say to elder Chai over the phone.” 

He looked at old Chai coldly, and his domineering attitude was unquestionable. 



“......” 

Give me back my pig! 

“Lin, if you dare to touch my son, I’ll let you try!” 

Seeing that old Chai was stunned, his subordinate Hall Master hurriedly clamored. His son was still 

looking at him anxiously, begging for help! 

Lin Hanxing laughed, like a spring Forest blooming and the spring water being born, making people’s 

eyes light up. 

“Are you threatening me?” 

However, the words he said were like a sudden clap of thunder, causing one’s heart to turn cold. 

Chapter 1546 

1546 It’s not your turn yet 

His line of sight went past old Chai and landed on the face of the person who spoke. 

For a moment, no one dared to respond. 

Even the person who had been clamoring just now quieted down when he saw Lin Hanxing’s smile. 

For those who had managed to get to their positions, they had been instinctively seeking benefits and 

avoiding danger for many years. They naturally had a scale in their hearts when it came to who they 

could touch and who they couldn’t. 

“Forget it, it’s not your turn yet.” 

Just when everyone thought that Lin Hanxing would teach the other party a lesson, she suddenly 

changed the topic and returned her gaze to Qi Zhenzhen. 

Food had to be eaten bite by bite, and accounts had to be calculated one by one. 

There was no need to be anxious. 

Qi Zhenzhen was still sobbing. She was initially relieved when she saw that Lin Hanxing’s attention had 

been diverted by the Hong gang, but who would have thought that she would look over so quickly! 

She even stopped sobbing! 

Lin Hanxing raised his hand and glanced at his watch. It was almost time. 

“It’s so lively!” 

Almost at the same time, a pleasant male voice interjected. 

Everyone felt that the voice was familiar. They looked in the direction of the voice and were shocked. 

Wasn’t this the mysterious young master Yun Bai from the cloud tripod casino? 

Yun Bai approached from afar. 
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It was like the ice on the snow Peak, one could only look at it from afar but not touch it, it was out of this 

world. 

“I’ve brought him.” 

Yun Bai’s lips curled up. If he couldn’t even do such a simple thing, she was afraid she wouldn’t be able 

to survive! 

With one look and a few thuds, a few people who were tied up were thrown to the ground. 

There were both men and women. 

After doing all this, Yun Bai lazily and respectfully stood behind Lei Xiao. 

It was strange to say that Yun Bai’s face, which was so handsome that people couldn’t bear to look 

away, seemed to be a bit inferior at this time, and was forcibly suppressed by the leader, Lei Xiao. 

“Miss Qi ...” 

Lin Hanxing slowly walked to the group of people who were tied up like dumplings. His eyes swept 

across each face, setting off a huge wave wherever he went. 

“I don’t think I need to introduce you to these people, right?” 

As he spoke, Lin Hanxing reached out and pulled away the rag that the person in front of him had used 

to block the entrance. 

Zhenzhen, save me!! 

The person who shouted was obviously greatly frightened, with tears and snot flowing down his face, 

without any image at all. 

The sound seemed to break through the roof. 

Even though the person in front of her was her best friend, Qi Zhenzhen could not even protect herself, 

let alone save her. 

Lin Hanxing pressed his ear impatiently, but his expression was still calm, except that his eyes were 

unreadable when the woman screamed. 

“Surnamed Lin, even the Hong gang knows that one should not implicate one’s wife and children. Aren’t 

your methods a little too vicious?” 

A mumble that was neither loud nor soft enough for everyone to hear came from behind elder Chai. 

Just when everyone thought that Lin Hanxing would respond with a stern expression, they were 

surprised to hear an indifferent sneer. 

“You’re right. She’s pregnant, after all. The floor is so cold, how can she just stand there ...” 

With one look, someone delivered a soft chair to him. 

However, the woman who should have been glad that she had survived the disaster was now looking at 

Lin Hanxing in panic, as if she had just experienced a great earthquake. 



“What ... What did you say?” 

Her best friend was pregnant? 

Why didn’t she know about it? 

“I said she’s pregnant ...” 

Hearing Qi Zhenzhen’s mumbling, Lin Hanxing looked straight at her with a surprised expression. 

“What, you don’t know?” 

“What ... What should I know?” 

Qi Zhenzhen did not know if it was her own illusion, but she felt that there seemed to be a bottomless 

hole in front of her, waiting for her to jump down. 

your best friend is pregnant. It’s Chairman Qi’s child. 

Chapter 1547 

1547 Best friend turned into stepmother 

Yan beixiao subconsciously whistled as he held the little pig in his arms. 

Wasn’t Chairman Qi Qi Qi Qi Zhenzhen’s father? 

Tsk, tsk, he’s really strong despite his age! 

Perhaps it was because of Yan beixiao’s whistle, the originally quiet atmosphere suddenly exploded! 

This was the secret of a wealthy family! 

Big news! 

you’re talking nonsense!!! 

Qi Zhenzhen could not believe her ears. 

Lin Hanxing’s reaction to the rebuttal was also very direct. He took the fresh test sheet from his 

subordinate’s hand and with a beautiful backhand movement, he dropped it in front of the man. 

“The test report.” 

“The house purchase agreement.” 

“The asset transfer agreement.” 

When it was the second last serving, Lin Hanxing’s fingers paused. He leaned over and looked down at 

Qi Zhenzhen. 

you didn’t even leave out the inheritance, Chairman Qi! 

It seemed like Chairman Qi really cared about his new love. 

Qi Zhenzhen was so angry that she almost vomited blood! 
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There were even some that her mother had left for her before she passed away, and they had all been 

secretly moved under her best friend’s name? 

Alright! 

No wonder she wanted to stay at his house before. Did she already hook up with his father at that time? 

Mie ding’s anger rushed to his head, and his eyes were Scarlet as he glared at his best friend, who was 

sitting on the soft chair like a quail. 

“Bitch!” 

Qi Zhenzhen gritted her teeth. 

He couldn’t wait to get rid of this adulterous couple on the spot. 

No one had expected that things would develop to this stage. Even the Hong gang members were 

stunned. 

Just as Qi Zhenzhen was about to pounce on her best friend, Chairman Qi, who had been tied up like a 

dumpling, was released in time. With a crisp slap, five fingerprints landed on Qi Zhenzhen’s face. 

“I dare you to touch her!” 

Chairman Qi was panting heavily. 

The slap was so ruthless that Qi Zhenzhen’s slender figure was sent flying. She knocked down a bottle of 

wine on the table and made a cracking sound. 

Her best friend hid behind director Qi in a timely manner, seemingly sobbing pitifully. 

“You hit me?” 

It was as if she had been dragged from heaven to hell in an instant. Qi Zhenzhen covered her face in 

disbelief. 

“Oh right, look at my memory.” 

Suddenly, Lin Hanxing chuckled and threw down the last document he had been holding. 

“Just this morning, your father and your best friend completed all the procedures and became a legal 

couple!” 

His voice was like thunder, making people’s hair stand on end. 

A best friend becoming a stepmother ... 

It sounded really disgusting! 

Qi Zhenzhen’s eyes were bloodshot, and she wanted to tear them apart on the spot! 

They ... 

They actually dared to treat her like this? 



Pa pa pa pa pa pa ... 

Just as everyone was still in shock at the development of the plot, Lin Hanxing had already clapped his 

hands and walked to the side of the few people. His gaze swept over the few people who were still tied 

up on the ground. 

as Chairman Qi’s wedding wishes, all the brands under the yuan Corporation and the Lei Corporation will 

cut off all cooperation with the Qi Corporation as soon as possible ... 

Her long eyelashes trembled slightly, and the curve of her lips still had a malicious warmth. 

“Effective immediately!” 

This had practically cut off half of the Qi group’s financial resources, and the butterfly effect that 

followed was unimaginable. 

Everyone was stunned. 

On the other hand, Yun Bai calmly gave Lin Hanxing a thumbs up in his heart. 

The lady boss had only told them the first half of the Qi family’s business. As for the second half ... 

Chapter 1548 

1548 Of all people to provoke 

That was the most important point! 

For the sake of the child in Qi Zhenzhen’s best friend’s stomach, the father and daughter of the Qi family 

had turned against each other in front of everyone. In addition, with the double obstruction of the yuan 

and Lei groups, one could imagine the days ahead. 

However, if one day ... 

Chairman Qi knew that he would rather break up with his biological daughter in public and sacrifice the 

company’s interests to treasure that the child was not his own ... 

That scene was too beautiful, he really didn’t dare to think about it. 

So, who could he offend? 

He had to court death to provoke Lin Hanxing. He didn’t even want to leave his ancestral grave! 

“I forgot to tell you ...” 

Just as Yun Bai was thinking this, Lin Hanxing’s slightly regretful and cold voice sounded in his ear again. 

She walked slowly to Qi Zhenzhen in her black clothes and reached out to her chin, forcing her to look 

up at her disheveled face. 

previously, your best friend advised you to sign an asset entrustment agreement to transfer a large 

amount of assets that were originally entrusted to the family funds before your mother’s death to your 

father’s name. In the agreement, you have no right to use these assets before you turn 35. 
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In other words, Qi Zhenzhen only had two options. 

They would either leave the Qi family and wait for their 35th birthday, or they would swallow their pride 

and call their best friend ‘mom’ in order to maintain their current quality of life. 

Everything had been calculated perfectly! 

Lin Hanxing leaned over and whispered into Qi Zhenzhen’s ear. 

“How does it feel for a person who is good at playing dirty to be backstabbed by a similarly dirty trick?” 

Every word was so cold that Qi Zhenzhen held her breath in shock. 

The tears in her eyes rolled. 

“You can leave now.” 

Lin Hanxing stood up. 

He let go of her hand and chuckled as he took the wet tissue Bai Xi handed over to him. He then 

carefully wiped his fingers. 

It was as if he wasn’t the one who had stirred up the muddy water. 

“You are taking revenge on me! You’re taking revenge on me!” 

At this moment, Qi Zhenzhen understood what was going on. The moment Lin Hanxing’s hand was 

about to grab her, she screamed with all her might, scaring everyone. 

Lin Hanxing raised an eyebrow. 

He turned sideways to look at Qi Zhenzhen, whose veins were about to pop out. The moment his eyes 

met those eyes that looked like they were going to eat someone up, the corners of his mouth curved 

into a mocking and sarcastic smile. 

“I am indeed taking revenge on you, but so what?” 

After he finished speaking, Lin Hanxing threw the used wet tissue into the trash can in front of Qi 

Zhenzhen. 

However, Qi Zhenzhen only felt that that piece of trash was like her! 

It no longer had any value! 

The Qi family’s departure was as sudden as their appearance, but the onlookers were still unable to 

move their thoughts away from what had just happened. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes fell on the young Hall master’s face. 

“Now, it’s your turn.” 

A faint smile appeared on his face. 

Yingluo, forget it, it’s not your turn yet. 



The words she had said when the people from the Hong gang had arrived still rang in their ears, but it 

was only now that they truly understood the deep meaning behind Lin Hanxing’s words. 

The young Hall master’s entire body trembled as he looked at his father for help. 

Only now did he truly understand what kind of ruthless character he had provoked! 

“What’s wrong? You won’t give me face?” 

Lin Hanxing looked at the untouched glass of brandy on the table and raised an eyebrow. 

The young Hall Master picked up the wine cup on the table and gulped it down almost reflexively. He 

didn’t even dare to leave any ice behind and chewed it into pieces. 

Everyone who heard this felt their teeth ache! 

Chapter 1549-return the favor 

Lin Hanxing sat down opposite the young Hall Master. 

He silently turned the Phoenix ring on his finger. 

“I’m not a man-eating tiger, why are you so afraid?” 

You’re much scarier than a man-eating tiger! 

Almost at the same time, everyone was so scared that they began to show respect! 

“Were you the one who said you were going to set fire to my Li family’s front door tomorrow?” 

Lin Hanxing’s expression was calm as he spoke, as if he was discussing the weather outside. 

However, when old Chai and the rest heard that, their hearts skipped a beat! 

Did this brat really say that? 

And it just so happened to be heard by that surnamed Lin? 

Don’t you know how to hide it when you’re talking bad about someone behind their back? 

Old Chai felt as if his heart was about to explode from anger! 

He glared at his subordinate and was still thinking about how to open his mouth when the hall Master, 

who felt sorry for his son, spoke first in a rough voice ... 

“Lin ...” 

However, just as he opened his mouth, he saw Lin Hanxing pick up the empty glass on the table and 

throw it at the wall behind the man. 

With a bang, it exploded into countless fragments. 

He was caught off guard and shocked! 

“Lin what?” 



A pair of beautiful eyes glanced over. 

It was silent but it carried a pressing pressure, causing the many big men in front of them to not even 

dare to breathe. 

“In the Hong gang, he is the only one who has the right to speak to me!” 

Lin Hanxing slowly lifted his long fingers and pointed in a certain direction. 

“......” 

Elder Chai looked at the finger that was pointing at his face and felt a sense of honor. 

He must have been brainwashed by his good grandson! 

It must be! 

Lin girl, children are young and impetuous. It’s inevitable that they’ll be bewitched by others. Just 

because they say some funny things doesn’t mean they’ll do it. I’ll ask the younger generation to 

apologize to you for this matter. There’s no need to make such a big deal out of it! 

Old Chai cleared his throat and tried to probe. 

Lin Hanxing might look easy to talk to at this moment, but no one could predict how she would react in 

the next second. She might only listen to Lei Xiao’s words in this world, but ... 

Lei Xiao spoiled his wife to the heavens! 

If anyone provoked Lin Hanxing, he would have already set up an inescapable net and waited for the 

other party to jump into it without waiting for Lin Hanxing to make a move. 

Hearing old Chai’s words, Lin Hanxing lazily leaned back on the sofa and raised his eyebrows. 

“A child?” 

She smiled faintly. 

Old Chai himself also realized just how laughable his words were. 

In terms of age, that little brat seemed to be a year and a half older than Lin Hanxing. It was all this girl’s 

fault for being so overbearing in the past that people had almost forgotten her age! 

At the thought of this, old Chai’s anger flared up once more. 

The Hong gang and Huaji had been fighting openly and covertly for so many years, so why was it that 

Huaji’s people were always better than them in terms of quality? Every time he was surrounded by 

danger, he could turn misfortune into fortune and meet a benefactor. What kind of dog shit luck did old 

man mu have! 

“It’s fine ...” 

Suddenly, Lin Hanxing’s tone changed. 

Things seemed to have taken a turn for the better. 



“As the saying goes,” those who take are short-handed, and those who eat are soft-mouthed “-I, Lin 

Hanxing, hate owing people favors the most.” 

She glanced at old Chai. 

“Since I’ve accepted old Chai’s gift, I should return the favor.” 

Lin Hanxing took the kraft paper bag from his subordinate and pushed it in the direction of old Chai. 

He raised his eyebrows. 

“Courtesy demands reciprocity,” 

She smiled, but her eyes seemed to be deep. 

She couldn’t help but want to jump in. 

Chapter 1550 

1550 You’ve really disappointed me 

Old Chai subconsciously reached out to take it. 

However, just as they were about to touch each other, they suddenly stopped. 

With the lessons learned from the sainanda and Qi families, how could elder Chai not understand the 

weight of this item? 

But he still hesitated. 

Elder Chai was very clear about the Hong gang’s internal corruption. However, the problem was 

complicated and complicated. If he were to open this thing in front of everyone today, wouldn’t it be 

like opening Pandora’s box? it would be impossible to turn back. 

The air instantly became tense! 

The underlings that came with old Chai had sneaky expressions as they stared at his hand. It was as if 

their hearts were in their throats. Even though they tried their best to hide their guilt, they still looked 

very unnatural. 

Only one person was different. 

The young clan master’s father’s lips curled into a mocking smile, as though he had already seen through 

elder Chai’s concerns. 

He was fearless. 

“Bai Xi,” 

Just as everyone was waiting for elder Chai to make his choice, Lin Hanxing suddenly spoke. 

Bai Xi walked over, but he was thinking about something else. 

No one knew that the ninth young lady had already prepared two sets of plans before she had prepared 

these materials. The choice of these two plans would depend on old Chai’s reaction at the last minute. 
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But now it seemed ... 

“Old Chai ...” 

Lin Hanxing took the lighter from Bai Xi, but his eyes never left old Chai’s face. 

The first thing that people in power would think of when facing a problem was not to solve it, but to 

pretend that it did not exist under the cover of peace. 

There was no courage to speak of! 

Elder Chai’s instinctive reaction to this test obviously made Lin Hanxing very dissatisfied. 

With a click, the lighter burst into orange-blue flames. 

Lin Hanxing took back the document that elder Chai was still hesitating about how to deal with and lit it 

up from the bottom up, letting the fire light up her eyes. 

The entire movement was done in one go. 

He didn’t even give his opponent time to react. 

“You’re such a disappointment.” 

Lin Hanxing and old Chai looked at each other. Lin Hanxing’s Red lips parted slightly as he spat out these 

words coldly. 

Old Chai was stunned. 

On the contrary, the reaction of the Hong gang’s underlings behind him was different. 

Some of them relaxed their tense bodies, some of them relaxed their brows, and some of them were 

secretly happy ... 

Lei Xiao and the others who were standing behind Lin Hanxing saw all of his reactions. 

If the lips are gone, the teeth will be cold ... 

For some reason, Yuan Kang recalled what Lin Hanxing had said to him that night when he was brought 

back to his room by uncle hai when he was in Jiang city. 

Almost reflexively, he shivered in his heart. 

Everyone was aware of the serious problem within the Hong gang. 

“I ...” 

Elder Chai finally found his voice, but just as he started, Lin Hanxing, who was originally sitting, stood up, 

causing him to swallow the words he was about to say. 

“I think we don’t need to say anything else.” 

Lin Hanxing said indifferently. At the same time, Lei Xiao made a hand gesture and someone 

automatically came forward and pulled the young Hall Master up from the sofa. 



“What are you guys doing?” 

The young Hall master’s father, who had been secretly pleased with himself just now, suddenly raised 

his voice. 

But just as he finished speaking, he was already held down by Lei Xiao’s men in front of everyone. 

He was in a sorry state. 

The subordinate of the hall Master immediately became anxious when he saw the situation. He was 

about to rush forward. This slight movement immediately caused a chain reaction among the Hong 

gang. 

The surrounding people followed the momentum and surrounded Lin Hanxing and the others in the 

middle! 

Bai Xi and Jiang Xibao immediately came to Lin Hanxing’s sides and stood still. 

“Old Chai,” 

Thunder owl’s deep voice sounded. 

 


